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substructure on the diffusion
pathways in alpha and beta Li3PS4: an in situ high
temperature neutron diffraction study†

Kavish Kaup, a Laidong Zhou, a Ashfia Huqb and Linda F. Nazar *a

We report the first in situ variable temperature neutron powder diffraction (NPD) study of the solid-state ion

conductor Li3PS4 which delineates the transitions between its three polymorphs (g / b / a) and

determines their crystalline Li-sublattices. They are compared to those of nanoporous b-Li3PS4, and b0-
type Si-substituted Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4. Importantly, Rietveld refinement of the NPD data elucidates the

crystal structure of the high-temperature a-Li3PS4 polymorph for the first time and shows that it

crystallizes in the Cmcm space group. The lithium diffusion pathways of both the bulk b and

a polymorphs are evaluated using the maximum entropy method and bond valence site energy

calculations, revealing that the structure of a-Li3PS4 favors facile 3D conduction, supported mainly by its

bcc S-sublattice. The variable temperature in situ NPD study of nanoporous b-Li3PS4 identifies the

presence of an amorphous organic component that is only completely removed upon transformation to

the a-phase at elevated temperature, and which may play a role in stabilizing this material at room

temperature. Si-substitution of Li3PS4 not only stabilizes the b0-Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 phase at room

temperature but also prevents phase transformation to the a polymorph upon heating owing to its larger

lattice volume.
Introduction

Emerging and existing technologies powered by lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) are hampered by their operating duration due to
the limited energy density of batteries. In order to store more
energy per unit volume, advancements in next-generation
lithium-ion battery systems are required. All-solid-state
batteries (ASSBs) are a promising technology that can poten-
tially improve upon conventional LIBs, thus generating much
research interest in recent years. They make use of inorganic
solid electrolytes instead of ammable organic liquids, which
not only improves safety aspects but can also increase the
operating temperature range and durability of the battery, and
its energy density by virtue of cell stacking. While there are four
main categories of solid-electrolytes (polymers, oxides, halides,
and suldes), sulde solid electrolytes are well suited for
fabricating ASSBs due to their high room temperature ionic
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conductivity coupled with excellent ductility for simple cold-
press processing of batteries.1

Among all suldic electrolytes, Li3PS4 is prominent due to its
excellent (quasi)stability with the lithium metal, ease of proc-
essability, and the moderately good ionic conductivity of the b-
polymorph.2 Li3PS4 is considered the archetype of the thio-
phosphate solid electrolyte family today, and has been the
subject, or the launching point, of many experimental and
computational studies.3–5 It exists as three polymorphs: g, b,
and a. The bulk g-phase exhibits extremely low room temper-
ature ionic conductivity – around 3 � 10�7 S cm�1 – while at
higher temperatures the g-phase transforms into the more
conductive b-phase, followed by conversion to the a-phase. The
b-phase can be stabilized at room temperature in a nanoporous
form (via solution synthesis in THF) that exhibits a higher ion
conductivity, on the order of 10�4 S cm�1.6 Other solution-based
syntheses have given similarly positive results,7–11 and the ionic
conductivity of these materials may still be improved by engi-
neering grain boundaries, an important area of research in fast-
ion conducting materials.12–14 It has also recently been shown
that a “b-like” phase can be stabilized at room temperature via
silicon substitution on the phosphorus site, increasing the
conductivity up to 10�3 S cm�1.15

Numerous experimental studies on parent Li3PS4 structures
and their derivatives have used techniques such as X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)4,16 in
conjunction with ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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density functional theory (DFT) calculations3,17–22 to develop an
understanding of the relationship between their structure and
properties. Homma et al. studied the phase transitions and
structures of the polymorphs using synchrotron XRD.23,24

However, lithium is scattered poorly by X-rays owing to its low
electron density which can result in ambiguity for lithium
siting, occupancies, and atomic displacement parameters
(ADPs). To solve this issue, neutron diffraction is used to resolve
lithium ions in a crystal structure, but because such studies
have not been applied to bulk b and a-Li3PS4, their structures
remain incomplete. The structure of b-Li3PS4 was apparently
solved by single crystal X-ray methods at 25 �C,25 but some
degree of (Si + Li) substitution for P was clearly accidentally
responsible for its stabilization at this temperature,15 since
below 200 �C, only the g-phase exists even with quenching.
More signicantly, the Li sublattice of the a-phase has never
been resolved; early XRD studies were able to identify only one
lithium site in the unit cell.23,24 No complete experimental
structure of a-Li3PS4 exists to date. As recent calculations have
predicted that the a-phase may have true superionic conduc-
tivity – up to 80 mS cm�1 if it could be stabilized at room
temperature26 – it is of keen interest to determine the Li
substructure in this lattice, and understand Li-transport path-
ways. Such knowledge may be helpful to envisage if (and how)
stabilization of a-Li3PS4 under ambient conditions could be
possible.

In this work, we perform in situ, variable temperature, high
resolution neutron powder diffraction (NPD) studies on several
Li3PS4-related materials – bulk Li3PS4, nanoporous b-Li3PS4,
and Si-substituted Li3PS4 – to elucidate the structural differ-
ences of each composition that lead to fast-ion conductivity
(summarized in Scheme 1). Using high-temperature NPD data,
we report solution of the structure of the a phase for the rst
time and compare it to that of the g and b polymorphs. Second,
we nd that while Li-ion transport is essentially similar in bulk
b-Li3PS4 and its nanoporous b-form (which was examined
previously by neutron diffraction),21,22 we show here that the
nanoporous material is strongly affected by the incorporation of
a hydrogen-containing amorphous component which is not
Scheme 1 Overview of the synthesis procedure and results of the in
situ variable temperature neutron powder diffraction for bulk Li3PS4,
nanoporous b-Li3PS4 and Si-substituted Li3PS4 (Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
released from the structure until subjected to highly elevated
temperatures. This may be the underlying cause of the fast-ion
conductivity and good stability witnessed in numerous
studies.10,27–29 Furthermore, while Si substitution of P in Li3PS4
stabilizes a b-like phase (referred to as b0) at room temperature
via entropic effects, we show here that, intriguingly, this
composition does not exhibit a phase transition to the a-poly-
morph even on heating up to 600 �C. Thus the b0-Li3.25Si0.25-
P0.75S4 phase is stable on cooling back to room temperature.
The rationale behind the suppression of the phase transition is
presented.

Results
Phase transitions: g / b / a

Bulk g-Li3PS4 was synthesized and examined by variable
temperature NPD (on POWGEN, Oak Ridge National Lab) to
monitor the phase transitions as a function of temperature. In
good accord with previous studies on the phase transitions of
Li3PS4,23 our in situ neutron studies (Fig. 1A) show that the g /

b phase transition begins at 250 �C and is complete at 300 �C,
while the b / a phase transition begins at 450 �C and is
complete at 475 �C. The latter gradual transition between 450 �C
and 500 �C is more clearly illustrated in a contour format in
Fig. 1B. Upon cooling, Li3PS4 directly transforms back to the
thermodynamically stable g phase, entirely skipping the
b phase (Fig. S1†). While the structure of the g-phase has been
previously reported based on powder X-ray diffraction and is not
relevant to our study, since it has never been solved by NPD the
renement details are provided in the ESI† for the sake of
comprehensiveness (Fig. S2 and Table S1†).

Nanoporous b-Li3PS4: stabilization by amorphous H-
components up to 400 �C

Nanoporous b-Li3PS4 was synthesized in THF following the
procedure previously reported by Liu et al.6 As described, the
THF complex was then annealed for 16 hours at 160 �C under
vacuum to remove THF from the structure. Fig. 2 shows the NPD
patterns of 160 �C-annealed nanoporous b-Li3PS4 measured at
50 �C, 300 �C, 350 �C, and 400 �C. The pattern at 50 �C shows
Fig. 1 (A) In situ variable temperature neutron powder diffraction
study from 25 �C to 500 �C showing the patterns marking the
evolution of g-Li3PS4 to the b and a phases of Li3PS4. Phase transitions
are marked as dotted horizontal lines. (B) Contour plot of diffraction
patterns upon heating showing phase transition from the b to the
a phase which begins at 450 �C and is complete at 475 �C.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456 | 12447
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Fig. 2 In situ variable-temperature neutron powder diffraction
patterns of nanoporous b-Li3PS4. The high background at 50 �C
originates from the incoherent scattering of hydrogen, indicating the
presence of a hydrogen containing amorphous component. This
background is apparent even at 300 and 350 �C, and only becomes
negligible at 400 �C.
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a signicant background contribution indicative of the pres-
ence of hydrogen. The scattering length of the hydrogen
nucleus has a large inelastic component, which results in a high
continuous background that masks the intensity of the Bragg
peaks from the coherent scattering component. Since the only
possible source of hydrogen is THF, residual solvent or solvent
decomposition products clearly remain in the b-Li3PS4 material
aer annealing, although their correlation with the good ionic
conductivity of the b-phase is unclear at present. The hydrogen-
containing component can be completely removed from the
structure only at about 400 �C – as monitored by the back-
ground contribution (see Fig. 2) – a temperature well beyond
what is typically used to synthesize nanoporous b-Li3PS4 (i.e.
160 �C). Inspection of the nanoporous and bulk diffraction
patterns shows no major differences except for the degree of
crystallinity (somewhat higher in the bulk, as expected). The
observed reections are the same, and both patterns are
indexed to the Pnma space group. A contraction in the a lattice
parameter for the nanoporous phase occurs when heating from
50 �C to 350 (from a ¼ 12.960 to 12.820 Å) as presented in
Fig. 3 Crystal structures of (A) b-Li3PS4 and (B) a-Li3PS4. Sulfur atoms a

12448 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456
Fig. S3.† However, b and c increase, resulting in similar lattice
volumes for both phases at 350 �C that differ by only �4 Å3. The
same trend in the lattice parameters was observed for bulk
Li3PS4 (see the Discussion section). Subsequent cooling of the
material heated at 400 �C to room temperature results in
transformation directly back to the g phase. Thus, it is likely
that residual solvent decomposition products trapped in the
material on the nanoporous surfaces stabilize the b-phase at
room temperature by helping to maintain the high surface area
of the material.6
Bulk b-Li3PS4

The structure of bulk b-Li3PS4 was rened in the space group
Pnma using a model that is quite similar to that from previous
studies on bulk b-Li3PS4,23 and nanoporous b-Li3PS4,21,22 with
the notable difference being our identication of the splitting of
the Li1 and Li2 sites (Wyckoff position 8d/ (8d + 8d) and 4b/
8d as seen in Fig. 3A). Details of the rened structure can be
found in Fig. S4 and Table S2† and a comparison between the
nanoporous and bulk b-Li3PS4 is summarized in Table S3.† A
Fourier difference map revealed negative density for Li1 and Li2
that could either be accounted for (in each case) by one site with
a massive anisotropic atomic displacement parameter, or two
distinct sites. The latter provided a much better Rietveld t. The
site splitting may stem from the diffraction measurement being
conducted at an elevated temperature (350 �C), which leads to
increased disorder of the lithium in the structure. In the case of
Li1, we rene the Li1 8d site as split sites Li1A and Li1B
(tetrahedrally coordinated), separated by a relatively long
distance of 1.75 Å, whereas the sites are split by 1.28 Å in the
case of Li2 (coordinated by ve sulfur atoms aer site splitting,
but the site can be described as octahedrally coordinated for
simplicity). Due to the high amount of disorder, (b-Li3PS4 has
a lithium ion conductivity of nearly 10�2 S cm�1 at 350 �C (ref.
23)) the atomic displacement parameters of identical elements
were constrained to be the same. Our study pinpoints the
lithium distribution, whereas we note that previous reports
used either X-ray diffraction to attempt to dene Li positions/
occupancies in the bulk b-Li3PS4 phase at elevated tempera-
tures23,24 or neutron diffraction to analyze the nanoporous
re omitted for clarity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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b phase at room temperature.21,22 While the high background
contribution in the latter study could lead to inaccuracies with
regard to lithium occupancies or ADPs as discussed above, we
do note that their reconstruction of the lithium pathways using
the MEM and bond-valence showed similar results to what is
determined here for the bulk variant; namely b-Li3PS4 exhibits
a quasi-two-dimensional pathway on the ac plane with
a discontinuous pathway along the b-direction as discussed
below.
Fig. 4 Rietveld refinement of a-Li3PS4 using TOF neutron powder
diffraction data measured at 500 �C (contains 9 wt% Li4P2S6 impurity).

Table 1 Crystallographic data of a-Li3PS4 obtained from Rietveld
refinement of neutron powder diffraction at 500 �C. Unit cell: ortho-
rhombic Cmcm (63). a ¼ 8.6435(5) Å, b ¼ 9.0462(5) Å, c ¼ 8.4779(5) Å,
V ¼ 662.90(7) Å3, and Z ¼ 4

Label Wyck. Pos. X Y z Occ. Biso (Å
2)

Li1 16h 0.724(2) 0.353(3) 0.528(2) 0.415(19) 10.7(8)
Li2 8e 0.714(4) 0 0 0.40(2) 10.7(8)
Li3 4c 0 0.196(5) 1/4 0.43(3) 10.7(8)
P 4c 0 0.8306(5) 1/4 1 4.12(15)
S1 8g 0.3042(8) 0.4560(7) 1/4 1 5.98(15)
S2 8f 0 0.2949(7) 0.5537(8) 1 5.98(15)
Crystal structure of a-Li3PS4

The structure of a-Li3PS4 was previously reported in the space
group Pbcn based on synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data
by Homma et al.23,24 Unfortunately, the structural information
was incomplete, as only one lithium position (8 out of 12
lithium per unit cell) was located, with errors in the atomic
displacement parameter (ADP) almost as large as the value itself
(more than 60% error in the ADP).24 Nonetheless, computa-
tional studies based on this model were conducted to discern
the lithium ion diffusion mechanism.26 Using our NPD data, we
rst attempted to rene the structure in Pbcn to fully resolve the
Li sites. However, closer inspection of the t and structure
revealed inaccuracies. For example, all the observed reections
in the measured pattern obey the systematic absence of h + k ¼
2n + 1, which indicates that the unit cell is C-centered, and not
primitive. There are also no (102), (121), and (211) reections,
which are expected for a primitive Pbcn unit cell. The full prole
and Rietveld ts clearly show that the correct space group is
Cmcm – a supergroup of Pnma (space group of b-Li3PS4) – as
outlined below. A comparison between the a-Li3PS4 structure
solved in the Pbcn and Cmcm space group is provided in Table
S4.† Thus, the transformation from b to a is accompanied by
a slight increase in the symmetry from Pnma to its supergroup
Cmcm. The lattice parameters of b-Li3PS4 are a ¼ 12.8483 Å, b ¼
8.2772 Å, and c ¼ 6.1512; the a-phase approaches cubic
symmetry with lattice parameters a ¼ 8.6435 Å, b ¼ 9.0462 Å,
and c ¼ 8.4779 Å.

To resolve the structure of a-Li3PS4 from the ND pattern
collected at 500 �C, the tetrahedral PS4

3� framework was rst
rened in Cmcm, and the lithium positions were revealed using
a Fourier difference map. Since lithium is highly visible to
neutrons due to its negative scattering length, the lithium
positions are clearly distinguished by their negative intensities.
This revealed an extremely disordered arrangement of Li+ ions
distributed over three sites in theWyckoff positions 16h, 8e, and
4c shown in Fig. 3B. Owing to the high degree of Li disorder due
to the fast ion motion, the three sites were constrained to have
the same atomic displacement parameters. The structure is
built of primarily edge-sharing LiS4 tetrahedra, but the Li2 site
shares a face with the neighbouring Li1 tetrahedra. The sites
were also split (8e site into 16h, and 4c double split into 16h) in
an attempt to further improve the goodness-of-t (GOF), but
this was not successful (GOF of 2.35 vs. 2.38). Thus, a simpler
non-split model is used hereaer. The resulting t and rened
crystallographic data using the preferred non-split site model
are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 1 (with the corresponding
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
bond lengths in Table S5†). A side-by-side comparison of the
a structure in its split vs. non-split congurations is given in
Fig. S5† and the results from the split site model are also
provided in the ESI (Fig. S6, Tables S6, and S7†). A detailed
description of the lithium ion pathways is given below in the
Discussion section.
Phase stability and structure of Si-substituted Li3PS4
(Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4)

Our previous report demonstrated that substitution of silicon
into the phosphorus site of Li3PS4 results in stabilization of the
b-like polymorph (space group Pnma), with optimal conductivity
being found for the composition Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4.15 It exhibits
a similar orthorhombic structure (space group Pnma) to b-
Li3PS4 at room temperature but with site splitting of the Li1
(Wyckoff position 8d), Li2 (4b), and Li3 (4c) sites.15 This splitting
dramatically alters the energy barriers of the lithium diffusion
pathways by frustrating the energy landscape, leading to
enhanced lithium ion diffusion as previously described. Vari-
able temperature NPD from room temperature to 600 �C shows
(Fig. 5) reveals the effect that Si substitution has on the b to
a phase transition (Fig. 5). The t and Rietveld renement
results are presented in Fig. S7 and Table S8.† The phase
transition to the a-phase is completely suppressed (Fig. 5),
indicating that the Si-substituted phase is signicantly more
thermodynamically stable than the unsubstituted b or a phases.
In order to understand why this is the case, we compare the
structures of bulk b-Li3PS4, a-Li3PS4, and Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 in
detail below.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456 | 12449
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Fig. 5 High-temperature neutron powder diffraction of Li3.25Si0.25-
P0.75S4, showing the suppression of the phase transformation to the
a polymorph by Si-substitution.
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Discussion
Structural comparison

The structures of the three polymorphs (a, b, g) are compared in
Fig. 6. In the room temperature g phase (Pmn21) – viewing the
structure along [001] – the framework exhibits an ordered
polyhedral motif where each PS4 unit has its apex facing up
(Fig. 6A). In contrast, in the higher temperature b phase –

viewing the structure down [001] – every PS4 anion along [100]
Fig. 6 Arrangement of PS4 tetrahedra in (A) g-Li3PS4, (B) b-Li3PS4, and
(C) a-Li3PS4.

12450 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456
alternates between facing up and down (Fig. 6B). It has been
suggested that the zig-zag PS4 arrangements in the b-phase
create lithium positions both in octahedral (LiS6) and tetrahe-
dral (LiS4) sites (compared to tetrahedral alone in the g-phase),
giving rise to a change in the energy landscape which makes the
Li-ions more mobile.23,24 The difference in the anion motifs in
the two polymorphs parallels that in their oxide counterpart
(Li3PO4), an isotype that exhibits a similar phase transition
process from b (Pmn21) to g (Pnma) at 500 �C (note the opposite
terminology in phase nomenclature).30,31 Room temperature b-
Li3PO4 (Pmn21) is comprised of PO4 tetrahedra all facing the
same direction, analogous to g-Li3PS4 (Pmn21). The interme-
diate temperature phase, g-Li3PO4, exhibits alternating PO4

tetrahedra, as observed for b-Li3PS4. At 1170 �C, g-Li3PO4

undergoes a transition from g / a, where a is an unknown
space group and structure.

In Li3PS4, upon increasing the temperature between 400 and
450 �C, b-Li3PS4 (Pnma) transforms into the higher symmetry a-
Li3PS4 (Cmcm) phase. Along with the unit cell approaching
a more cubic-like symmetry as a result of this transition, the
inherent PS4 tetrahedral framework is altered. The view of a-
Li3PS4 along the [110] direction shows that the PS4 tetrahedra
that run along [001] are aligned facing up or down and alternate
their orientation (Fig. 6C). Previous studies have proposed that
the a-phase allows for the most random distribution of lithium
throughout the possible interstitial positions in the struc-
ture23,24 (i.e. cation sublattice melting due to high mobility),
which leads to the high level of ionic conduction that has been
predicted computationally. We note that the calculations were
carried out in the Pbcn space group, rather than the Cmcm space
group presented here, although the conclusion is likely valid as
discussed below.26

It was also previously predicted that a bcc S-sublattice can
lead to direct Li hopping between adjacent tetrahedral sites,
invoking fast-ion conduction of the Li ions.32 This study,
using Pymatgen, suggested that the S-sublattice of b-Li3PS4
was bcc but with a large lattice length deviation. Using the
rened structures of b and a-Li3PS4 described above, we
analysed their sulfur sublattices but with a different poly-
hedral template matching algorithm.33 We nd a distinct
difference in the two arrangements. The S-sublattice of b-
Li3PS4 is 100% hcp, in accord with results using the same
polyhedral template-matching algorithm,26 while a-Li3PS4 is
composed of sulfur that exists as 75% in a bcc sublattice, and
25% in hcp. This nding is in accord with calculations of the
a-phase that predict extremely fast-ion conduction with a low
activation energy.26 In the a-structure, lithium occupies
tetrahedral sites in close proximity to each other which leads
to favorable intersite migration. Nevertheless, the polyhedral
framework of b0-Li3.25P0.75Si0.25S4, which is similar to that of
b-Li3PS4, also exhibits a 100% hcp S-sublattice, and yet still
achieves a fast-ion conduction of >1 mS cm�1. It can be
surmised that while a bcc S-sublattice may lead to particularly
high fast-ion mobility, good conductivity properties can also
be achieved through other means such as extensive Li-ion
disorder and the population of intermediate-energy sites that
leads to correlated ion motion. Furthermore, while bulk b-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 7 Unit cell volumes of g, b, a, and b0-Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 with
increasing temperature. Unit cell volume of the g phase is multiplied by
2 in order to match the number of formula units of the other
polymorphs.
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Li3PS4 and b0-Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 structures are identical in
terms of their PS4 tetrahedral framework, there is a notable
difference in their unit cell volumes. The latter are plotted
against temperature for all of the polymorphs and Li3.25-
Si0.25P0.75S4 in Fig. 7 (the corresponding change in lattice
parameters is shown in Fig. S8†). Si-substituted Li3PS4
maintains a much larger unit cell volume than its b and
a counterparts (by at least 6 Å3), owing to the larger ionic
radius of Si4+ (0.26 Å) compared to P5+ (0.17 Å), and the
increased Li fraction that expands the lattice. Since the unit
cell volume of the Si-substituted material is larger than that of
the undoped a-phase, conversion to the a polymorph on
heating is not possible. Hence, Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 is more
thermodynamically stable and the phase transition to a at
high temperature is suppressed.
Fig. 8 MEMmaps (isosurface of�0.01 fm Å�3) of b-Li3PS4 shown in (A) 2D
(C) 3D BVSE map of the ab plane. Blue arrows indicate the pathway alo
parallel ac planes.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Comparison of Li diffusion pathways

Analysis of the lithium diffusion pathways was conducted by
looking at the negative components of the nuclear density
maps, since lithium has a negative neutron scattering length
(bLi ¼ �1.9 fm). The nuclear density map was constructed by
applying the maximum entropy method (MEM) to the experi-
mental structure factors extracted from Rietveld renement of
the neutron diffraction data. The MEM can provide more
accurate electron and nuclear density maps than Fourier anal-
ysis, which is prone to termination effects. A detailed exami-
nation of the diffusion pathways of Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 can be
found in previous studies, and is not repeated here.15

As described above, the b and a-Li3PS4 structures are related
by symmetry due to their subgroup–supergroup relation. In the
transformation from the b (Pnma) to the a (Cmcm) phase, the a-
axis becomes the b-axis (and is multiplied by 1/O2); the b-axis
becomes the c-axis; and the c-axis becomes the a-axis (multi-
plied by O2). The comparisons hereaer are carried out with
these transformations taken into consideration. The results
from the MEM maps fully corroborated the results from bond-
valence site energy (BVSE) maps derived from the SoBV
program developed by S. Adams,34 which are shown together
with the MEM maps. The BVSE method can reliably model
pathways for mobile Li+ as regions of low bond valence site
energy, using only the crystal structure as an input.34 In this
approach, lithium ion site energies are calculated for a dense
grid of points with a resolution of 0.1 Å using the transferable
Morse-type soBV force eld. Such calculations have been used
to study a wide variety of ion conductors and show good
agreement with experimental investigations, although the
absolute values are generally higher than experimental ones.
Calculations of the bond valence energy landscape (BVEL) cor-
responding to the visual presentation in the BVSE maps are
performed for the b and a-Li3PS4 polymorphs (note that owing
to the accuracy of soBV, the overall activation energy may
differ from the experimental value, but it still provides an
format showing the ac plane, (B) 3D format showing the ab plane, and
ng the ac plane. Purple and red arrows indicate the paths connecting
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approximate assessment of the relative height of the barriers).34

Discussion of these pathways is provided in the next section.

Lithium-ion conduction in bulk b-Li3PS4

Our crystallographic study on bulk b-Li3PS4 shows that the Li1
(tetrahedral) and Li2 (octahedral) positions are both split into
two distinct sites, which reects the disorder in the structure at
the elevated measurement temperature (350 �C). The MEM and
BVSE maps reveal that the Li-ion transport is primarily within
the ac plane (i.e., Li2–Li2–Li1B–Li1A–i3–Li1A, Fig. 8A, blue
arrows) and consists of migration between these two sites and
an interstitial site, i3 (a distorted octahedral site with Li–S bond
lengths of 2.64–2.73 Å; Wyckoff position 4a), to give an overall
activation energy, Ea, of 0.36 eV as measured from the BVEL
(Fig. 9A, blue line). This value is effectively the same as that
calculated for b-Li3PS4 from molecular dynamics studies (0.35
eV),18 and as that experimentally measured for nanoporous b-
Li3PS4 (0.36 eV),6,21 a material which was also shown to exhibit
lithium ion conduction predominantly in the ac plane via a Li1–
Li2–Li1 connection.21 Although not explicitly identied by the
authors, the presence of an interstitial site between Li1 to Li1 is
evident in their “differential bond valence” map of the mate-
rial,21 which here we indicate as i3 for bulk b-Li3PS4. Although
the experimentally determined activation energy for Li-ion
transport (Ea) for bulk b-Li3PS4 between 300 and 400 �C is re-
ported to be two-fold lower (0.16 eV),23 this likely reects the
difficulty of carrying out EIS measurements at greatly elevated
temperatures where impedance from the wire connections is
anticipated to play a dominant role. While BVEL can over-
estimate activation energies, other measurements of Ea for the
b-phase, as determined from 7Li NMR studies that favour local
motion, also are around 0.36 eV, ranging between 0.24 eV
(nanoporous b-Li3PS4)21 and 0.40 eV (ball-milled material).35 We
Fig. 9 Bond-valence energy landscapes (BVEL) indicating the reaction pa
the BVSE maps for (A) bulk b-Li3PS4 and (B) bulk a-Li3PS4. Coloured line

12452 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456
further note that the predicted room temperature conductivity
for the b-phase was extrapolated from a plot of log s vs. 1/T
measurements carried out between 300 and 400 �C, with the
measured slope corresponding to an Ea of 0.16 eV. This
extrapolated value of 8.9 � 10�7 S cm�1 corresponds to the
diffusion coefficient on the order of 7 � 10�12 cm2 s�1 based on
the Nernst–Einstein equation that correlates the diffusion
coefficient and conductivity:

D ¼ NðZeÞ2s
kBT

(where N is the number density of the mobile ions and in this
case it is taken as NLi ¼ 2 � 1028 m�3 from previous studies on
b-Li3PS4,21 Z is the ionic charge, e is the elementary electron
charge, D is the diffusion coefficient of the mobile species, s is
the ionic conductivity of the mobile species, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature). This diffusion coefficient is
unreasonably low in light of the AIMD simulations that deter-
mine a diffusion coefficient on the order of 10�8 cm2 s�1 to 10�9

cm2 s�1 at room temperature.3,18

In b-Li3PS4, lithium ion diffusion along the b-direction can
take place along two potential pathways, where Li3 or an
interstitial site i2, primarily acts as connections between
parallel ac planes shown in Fig. 8B and C to establish quasi-3D
migration. The Li3 site acts as a connection point between the
Li2 sites in adjacent ac planes (Li2/ Li3/ Li2, Fig. 8B and C,
red arrows), with an energy barrier of 0.255 eV (Fig. 9A, red line);
the density is more apparent in the BVSE map than the MEM
map. This Li2–Li3–Li2 path resembles the pathway identied in
previous neutron MEM studies on nanoporous b-Li3PS4, which
was shown to connect adjacent ac-planes via the Li3 site.21 An
alternative lower energy path with an energy barrier of 0.135 eV
(Fig. 9A, purple line) links adjacent ac planes, as seen here in
thways and corresponding energy barriers of transport calculated from
s correspond to the coloured arrows in Fig. 8 and 10.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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both the MEM and BVSE maps of bulk b-Li3PS4. In this case, Li+

can migrate between the Li1A sites in adjacent ac planes via an
interstitial site (i2), which facilitates Li+ diffusion along the b-
direction (Li1A–i2–Li1A, Fig. 8B and C, purple arrows).
Fig. 11 3D MEM (isosurface of �0.01 fm Å�3) maps illustrating the Li+

diffusion pathways in (A) a-Li3PS4 at 500 �C and (B) b-Li3PS4 at 350 �C.
Lithium-ion conduction in a-Li3PS4

The MEM maps of the a-phase reveal linear Li+ diffusion
pathways along the b-axis that are connected by the Li3 site in
the ac plane, observed in the 3D nuclear distribution in Fig. 10A.
Compression of the b-axis by 1/O2 (relative to the a-axis of the b-
phase) causes narrowing of the distance between the atoms
along b. This forces the Li3 and Li1 site in the a-phase to reside
on the same plane (Fig. 10A, blue arrows), separated by
a distance of 2.76 Å, and allows for facile diffusion in the ac
plane of the a-phase with a low energy barrier of 0.207 eV
(Fig. 9B, blue line). The Li1 ions also form a part of a chain along
the b-axis (Li1–Li2–Li1–Li1 pathway) that becomes the domi-
nant pathway in a-Li3PS4, which can be seen in the ab and bc
planes (Fig. 10B and C, red arrows). We note that two adjacent
Li1 sites are edge-sharing, and thus the Li1–Li1 hop must occur
through an interstitial site that connects the two tetrahedral
faces. The BVEL algorithm did not detect an interstitial site in
this location; however, both the MEM and BVSE maps show
weak density in the space between the edge-sharing Li1–Li1
tetrahedra (see Fig. S9†).

We determine a low energy barrier of 0.22 eV along this path
(Fig. 9B, red line). Most importantly, the channels along b are
connected by the Li3 site (in the ac plane) to enable 3D diffusion
with an overall activation energy of about 0.22 eV (Fig. 9B, red
line). This is in good agreement with AIMD calculations of a-
Li3PS4 that predict the overall activation energy to be about 0.18
eV, with an ionic conductivity of 80 mS cm�1 at room temper-
ature.26 Furthermore, visualization of the 3D nuclear densities
from the MEM for a-Li3PS4 (Fig. 11A) closely matches the Li-ion
probability density distribution from the reported AIMD
calculations,26 despite the latter being carried out in the lower
symmetry Pbcn space group.
Fig. 10 2D MEM (isosurface of �0.01 fm Å�3) maps of a-Li3PS4 illustratin
plane. Li1 is represented by green atoms, Li2 by cyan atoms, Li3 by purp

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
The Li–Li distances from the rened structure in this study
are much shorter than those predicted from the AIMD study,
which all are in the range of 2.46–2.81 Å.26 The rened a-Li3PS4
structure in Cmcm exhibits a Li1–Li2 distance of 1.45 Å, a Li1–
Li1 distance of 1.97 Å, and a Li1–Li3 distance of 2.73 Å. The
shorter Li–Li distances are due to the high degree of Li delo-
calization over the sites (i.e. a large ADP value of 10.7 Å2 was
determined from the Rietveld renement), which may explain
the high lithiummobility observed by molecular dynamics. The
short Li–Li distances may be responsible for concerted ion
migration as Li site energies are pushed up due to the repulsion
of the Li atoms in close proximity. Ab initio modeling has
pointed out that Li ions in the high-energy sites can activate
concerted migration with a lowered migration energy barrier,36

which was previously observed in the Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 material
using BVEL.15 The short distances are not the sole reason for
fast-ion conduction as the energy landscape will dictate the
long-range lithium-ion transport. Short bond-distances are also
present in b-Li3PS4, yet long range transport is more favourable
in a-Li3PS4 due to the nature of the energy landscape, as
described above.
g the Li+ diffusion pathways in the (A) ac plane, (B) ab plane, and (C) bc
le atoms, and interstitial sites by black atoms.
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In short, in the a-structure, diffusion is extremely facile along
the channels in the b-axis, and also predominates in the inter-
connected ac planes to result in 3D ion diffusion with a low
activation energy barrier. In the bulk b structure, the transport
pathways are more limited. They are dominant in the ac plane,
making the material essentially a 2D conductor, but each plane
is weakly linked together (in a non-continuous fashion) by sites
along the b-direction. This agrees well with otherMEM and BVSE
analyses on nanoporous b-Li3PS4.15,21 There is no experimental
measurement for the activation energy of a-Li3PS4 to date due to
the aforementioned difficulty of measurement in the extremely
high temperature range necessary to perform the experiment
($475 �C), but from the previously reportedMD calculations, the
a-phase has an extremely high extrapolated “room temperature”
lithium ion conductivity of 8 � 10�2 S cm�1. We note that
regarding diffusivity, the diffusion prefactor Do:

Do ¼ fao
2no e

�DS
kB

plays a major role, where Do is composed of a correlation factor f
accounting for the fact that successive ion jumps can be related
to one another, the jump distance is ao, the jump frequency is no,
the Boltzmann constant is kB, and the sum of migration (DSm)
and defect formation (DSf) entropies is DS. The inuence of the
activation energy and prefactor is reected in the MEM maps,
where the difference in the Li nuclear density distribution for
a vs. b is quite striking (Fig. 11A and B). Making allowances for
the higher temperature of data collection (500 �C vs. 350 �C),
lithium ions are nonetheless clearly much more delocalized in
the a phase, implying a difference in diffusivity that is likely
indirectly reected in the doubling of the atomic displacement
factor (from 5.4 to 10.7 Å2, see Tables 1 and S2†). The prefactor
has been shown to strongly affect the ionic conductivity of many
fast-ion conducting solid electrolytes, which is also inuenced by
the dynamics of the host lattice.37 Considering that the anion
framework for both structures should have the same polariz-
ability and the jump distances between the two structures are
similar, polyhedral anion rotationmay also play a role here it has
been shown to couple to, and facilitate long range cation
mobility.38 Anion rotation would affect the phonon properties of
the material which are directly related to the entropy of migra-
tion, and that, in turn, governs the prefactor, Do.
Conclusions

Variable-temperature in situ neutron powder diffraction studies
of the intermediate and high-temperature b and a polymorphs
of bulk-Li3PS4, nanoporous b-Li3PS4, and Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 –

coupled with Rietveld renement, and MEM and BVSE analysis
to study the lithium diffusion pathways – elucidate important
structure–property relationships in these related materials. The
high symmetry a-Li3PS4 phase (space group Cmcm) in its
stability regime ($475 �C), exhibits highly delocalized Li-ion
siting/distribution over three sites in the lattice, and shorter Li–
Li distances than those reported in previous studies based on
a computed structure. Furthermore, such proximate Li–Li sites
result in high Li-site energies based on the BVEL map due to Li–
12454 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 12446–12456
Li repulsion, and may be responsible for correlated ion motion.
Recent ab initio modelling shows that mobile Li ions occupying
high-energy sites can activate concerted migration with
a reduced migration energy barrier.36 The a-Li3PS4 structure
primarily exhibits a bcc like S-sublattice and the most favorable
lithium diffusion pathways, allowing for facile 3D lithium ion
diffusivity in comparison to the b-Li3PS4 polymorph. Pathways
for Li migration by experimental BVSE calculations based on
the neutron diffraction data are similar to those previously
predicted by AIMD, with an Ea of 0.22 eV – a little higher than
that calculated from AIMD (0.18 eV)26 – and in accord with that
expected, since BVEL oen slightly overestimates Ea. These
factors are undoubtedly responsible for the ultra-high conduc-
tivity predicted by AIMD simulations. Not only is the overall Ea
much lower for the a vs. b-phase by about 0.14 eV but it is
evident that the a-phase is a true 3D conductor with highly
delocalized Li-density in the ab, bc, and ac planes.

Determination of the Li-substructure of the bulk b-phase
(350–450 �C) allows a better understanding of transport in this
material. We nd that the most facile migration pathway is the
same as for the nanoporous b-phase (ac plane). However, while
the latter is reported to be a 2D ion conductor, bulk b-Li3PS4
also exhibits low energy 3D pathways owing to split Li site
populations, with an overall Ea of 0.36 eV from BVSE calcula-
tions based on the rened neutron diffraction data. This value
is much higher than the experimental Ea of 0.16 eV measured at
high temperature,23 but in full accord with other estimates.
This, in turn, suggests that the “hypothetical” room tempera-
ture conductivity for bulk b-Li3PS4 of 8.9 � 10�7 S cm�1

extrapolated from high temperature (assuming an activation
energy of 0.16 eV) is orders of magnitude too low.24 Thus we also
propose that the three-orders-of-magnitude greater conductivity
of nanoporous b-Li3PS4 vis a vis hypothetical bulk b-Li3PS4 at
room temperature may be overestimated. Finally, while nano-
porous b-Li3PS4 is quite stable at intermediate temperatures,
not surprisingly the structure cannot be maintained aer an
amorphous hydrogen containing component that stabilizes the
phase is completely removed upon heating above 400 �C
(presumably the nanopores begin to collapse). Si-substitution of
Li3PS4 stabilizes the b0-Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 phase at room
temperature and, interestingly, also prevents phase trans-
formation to the a polymorph upon heating owing to its larger
lattice volume.

This work provides in-depth elucidation of the structural
details and ion transport in various Li3PS4 polymorphs and
their related analogues, which have long been of interest due to
their history as a basis for designing and modeling new ion-
conductors. Moreover, the ndings further the current under-
standing of ion transport in solid electrolytes, whichmay lead to
the discovery of new materials based on the results presented in
this study.

Methods
g-Li3PS4 synthesis

The precursors, Li2S (Sigma Aldrich, 99.98%) and P2S5 (Sigma
Aldrich, 99%), were ground together in their stoichiometric
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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ratios in a mortar inside an Ar lled glovebox. The powder was
pelletized and placed in a glassy carbon crucible which was
sealed inside a vacuumed quartz tube. The material was heated
at 520 �C for 14 hours and then cooled back to room tempera-
ture at a rate of 5 �C per minute.

Nanoporous b-Li3PS4 synthesis

The precursor for the synthesis, the Li3PS4$3THF complex, was
obtained from BASF. The powder was dried under vacuum at
a temperature of 160 �C for 16 hours to give pure b-Li3PS4 as
determined by XRD analysis.

Li3.25Si0.25P0.75S4 synthesis

Li2S (Sigma Aldrich, 99.98%), P2S5 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), Si
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) and sulfur (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) were
mixed together in a mortar in the targeted ratio, and 5 wt%
excess sulfur was added to fully oxidize Si. The mixture was
pelletized and placed in a glassy-carbon crucible in a sealed
quartz tube under vacuum. The sample was heated to 750 �C,
slowly cooled to 725 �C over a period of 18 h, and then cooled to
room temperature under ambient conditions.

Neutron powder diffraction and Rietveld renement

Time-of-ight (TOF) neutron diffraction samples were loaded
into a 6 mm vanadium can under He with a boron nitride cover
and molybdenum screws. The samples were collected on
a POWGEN (Beamline 11A) at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The data were
collected using a beam of neutrons with a center wavelength of
1.5 Å. The resulting diffraction patterns were rened by the
Rietveld method using TOPAS version 6 (Bruker – AXS). The S-
sublattice was analyzed using the polyhedral template matching
algorithm implemented in soware Ovito.39 The structural
images and maps were drawn using VESTA.40 Experimental
nuclear density extracted from Rietveld renement of the
neutron diffraction data was reconstructed using the Maximum
Entropy Method (MEM) implemented with soware Dysno-
mia.41 The rened crystal structure was used as the input for
bond valence site energy (BVSE) calculations, which were per-
formed with soware SoBV,34 using the bond-valence param-
eters from the soBV database.42
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